The $1 blanket tax increase, recently approved by the student body, was expected to go into effect next September. The Thrasher learned that the administration had originally expected to apply it at the beginning of the fall term in 1962.

To be included next year, the increase had to be added to the Cashier's Receipt Form. It had been expected that the student body would already have been printed by election time, thus forcing a postponement of the increase until 1963.

Nevertheless, the Administration notified the referendum results on the same day as the forms were scheduled to be printed. The students who voted approved the increase, and the forms were changed, only a matter of hours before they went to press.

"We were able to insert this before the run happened," said the President. "The bed used was noontime." The decision to do something was "not something we could promise to do beforehand."

Dr. Sims emphasized that this was not the final word.
John Birch’s Body

Not since the Army-McCarthy hearings of the last decade has this country divided itself so sharply on the issue of Communism and its prevention.

The organization responsible for most of the fire is the John Birch Society, which publicly proclaims that it varies between 98 and 100 per cent "American." Americanism is a hard term to define, but the leader of the John Birch Society, Robert Welch, in the "Blue Book" of the organization has made definition crystallize: "Democracy is merely a deceptive phrase, a weapon of demagoguery, and a pernicious fraud." He continues in the same vein: "The John Birch Society is a manlike body...it will operate under completely authoritative control at all levels...We cannot condone shadowy procedural matters or a list of arguments among ourselves."

Welch has also decided that Dwight D. Eisenhower and his brother Milton are "Communist agents" and that Milton is his brother's superior in the Party. His charge with no subversion at all, the John Birch Society, in the "Blue Book" of the organization is an invention designed by the Communists to discredit the efforts of genuine anti-Communists. No one can influence out of proportion to their numbers, at a time when unusual circumstances warrant a special allotment from the blanket tax for next year, and to the dissipation of a Free Library, Reading Room, and under the direction of said Trustees, and with the assistance of such funds as may be raised, to the support of said Institute, not otherwise provided, shall be devoted to the following purposes, to-w Frid-Eth: To the establishment and maintenance of a Free Library, Reading Room, and for the advancement of Science and Art. To provide, as far as possible, for the safety and welfare of the property and its contents, and for the use and enjoyment by the public, and to be free and open to all persons, associations, and concerns, without discrimination, only, so as to the judgment of the said Trustees, to the good order and honor of said Institute.

BILL DELANEY DICK VIEBIG
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H. John Welge Tells What Student Can Do

If Rice had a student organization or a faculty-student organization lacking fear and with the freedom to make concrete valid suggestions, the student body of individuals as a whole who could materially aid the university. We hope such an organization will be forth- coming in the near future; there are several who have been camp- ed at present with the potential for becoming just such a bene- fit to the University.

THIRD: That a student body and a student faculty organization can benefit the University. This has already been proved at Rice. Thus a "liberalization" of the academic probation system would not answer the questions or solve the problems, but it would be a step in the right direction. What we need most to do is to consider carefully what may be tried, to keep an open mind, which I will discuss in the suc- cessing paragraphs. At any rate, there are numerous possible solutions. The above suggestions are only a few of those that could be ap- plied to this situation and that are being considered seriously at the present time. As systematic investigations of the students and in the faculty and administration. For instance, the pro- gram of studies, a program of requiring that less than one-fourth of the grades be D’s, requires a maximum of 33 percent to 35 percent be the maximum in this tractored. Yet be a student in this program such a change be beneficial? We believe it would be, because students are admitted on the basis of individual abilities, not on the basis of ability to ex- ceel in every area, scientific or academic. Assuming, however, a student who has a terrific pro- fessional for manipulating numbers and who can outstrip the median between figures "at the drop of a hat" might score 780 on the math aptitude section of the College Board tests. As his other courses are average, and his grades are exceedingly good, he would be a person of ability. The only difficulty is that he has no tremendous ability in history or English, yet he is expected not only to excel in these areas, but to do good, creative work in Eng- "lish. He is discouraged, and right- ly so. He was admitted for a par- ticular talent, not for the ability to pro- duce superior work in areas which are being considered seriously at the present time. As systematic investigations of the students and in the faculty and administration. For instance, the pro- gram of studies, a program of requiring that less than one-fourth of the grades be D’s, requires a maximum of 33 percent to 35 percent be the maximum in this tractored. Yet be a student in this program such a change be beneficial? We believe it would be, because students are admitted on the basis of individual abilities, not on the basis of ability to ex- ceel in every area, scientific or academic. Assuming, however, a student who has a terrific pro- fessional for manipulating numbers and who can outstrip the median between figures "at the drop of a hat" might score 780 on the math aptitude section of the College Board tests. As his other courses are average, and his grades are exceedingly good, he would be a person of ability. The only difficulty is that he has no tremendous ability in history or English, yet he is expected not only to excel in these areas, but
New Dimension Added For Spring Sports At Colleges

By GRIFFITH SMITH

The Nuclear Age in campus sports was born—and apparently not ended—shortly before the Easter recess.

Giant asphaltmade of wire, cloth and surgical tubing at a cost of less than $5 appeared on campuses all over the world. A week after a night of shattering windows and creasing the tie, W. M. Rice and Baker W. A. and Hansen kept at it for two more days, the only "objection" coming from Dr. Masterson. He asked a cease-fire for two more days, the only "objection" coming from Dr. Masterson.

A cease-fire was not necessary, however. It seems, of its own accord when the damage bills de- accrued, the men's colleges. People suddenly tended to lost interest. The Nuclear Age ended as abruptly as it began—by Fri- day afternoon the only records of the week's events were a carpet of broken balloons between W. M. Rice and Hansen, a dozen broken win-
dows, and a notice put on bulletin boards in each of the colleges: "For Sale: Surgical-Tubing water-balloon string. Cost $5.00, will sell for $25. See Gibson Anderson, 108 Hansen."

Anyone interested?

TILLICH...

(Continued from Page 1)
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Anyone interested?
Lyric Art Quartet Returns For String Concert April 11

The Lyric Art String Quartet will return to the Shepherd School of Music Concert Series on Tuesday evening, April 11, in Hamman Hall at 8:15 pm. This is a change from the usual Thursday concerts.

The QUARTET will be assisted in this concert by Jeffrey Lerner in the performance of a Brahms clarinet quintet, showing the composer in his most effective idiom. Other composers represented on the program are: Tartini, And Boccherini, whose quartet in G minor is one of his greatest works.

The final concert of the series, May 2, will be given by the Lyric Art String Quartet, again augmented by added instrumentation in the Rossini Quintet for Double Bass.

Texas National Bank
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Light up an L&M, and answer these questions. Then compare your answers with the 1,383 other college students (at bottom of page).

Question #1: Do you believe that most girls go to college to get a higher education or to find a husband?
Answer: Get higher education — Find a husband.

Question #2: Which do you feel is most important as a personal goal for you in your career? (CHECK ONE)
Answer: Security of income — Quick promotion — Job satisfaction — Fame — Money — Recognition of talent

Question #3: Do you feel reading requirements are too heavy in your present courses?
Answer: Yes — No — No opinion

Question #4: If you are a filter cigarette smoker, which do you think contributes more to your smoking pleasure?
Answer: Quality of filter — Quality of tobacco
Both contribute equally.

WHAT PRICE CRITICISM...

Fine Arts Reviewer Clarifies Stand On Role Of Critic In His Society

In the several times that we have reported on the Houston Symphony Orchestra, and other musical events on our agenda, we have encountered some readers who are in agreement with our opinion and are quick to say so. On the other hand, we often see a marked change in our attitude which is due to the singer in his most effective idiom. Other composers represented on the program are: Tartini, Hall and Debussy, whose quartet in G minor is one of his greatest works.

The final concert of the series, May 2, will be given by the Lyric Art String Quartet, again augmented by added instrumentation in the Rossini Quintet for Double Bass.

Texas National Bank
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Light up an L&M, and answer these questions. Then compare your answers with the 1,383 other college students (at bottom of page).

Question #1: Do you believe that most girls go to college to get a higher education or to find a husband?
Answer: Get higher education — Find a husband.

Question #2: Which do you feel is most important as a personal goal for you in your career? (CHECK ONE)
Answer: Security of income — Quick promotion — Job satisfaction — Fame — Money — Recognition of talent

Question #3: Do you feel reading requirements are too heavy in your present courses?
Answer: Yes — No — No opinion

Question #4: If you are a filter cigarette smoker, which do you think contributes more to your smoking pleasure?
Answer: Quality of filter — Quality of tobacco
Both contribute equally.

EM UNLOCKS FRIENDLY FLAVOR

...Flavor that never dries out your taste!
Get the flavor only L'M unlocks...available in pack or box.

EM
Campus Opinion
Answers:

Answer #1: Get higher education: Men 72% — Women 82%
Find a husband: Men 58% — Women 66%

Answer #2: Security of income 17% — Quick promotion 5%
Job satisfaction 61% — Money 6%
Recognition of talent 11%

Answer #3: Yes 77% — No 81% — No opinion 2%

Answer #4: Quality of filter 10% — Quality of tobacco 55%
Both contribute equally 35%

Tobacco and filter quality are equally important. That's why today's L'M features top quality tobacco and L'M's famous Miracle Tip...pure white outside, pure white inside. Try a pack today.

(The L&M Campus Opinion Poll was taken at over 100 colleges and may not be statistically random selection of all undergraduate schools.)

EM
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

SOUTH MAIN BARBER SHOP
Special Monday Rates

Rice Students Only
Reg. hair cut $1.00
flat tops $1.25
6626 SOUTH MAIN
(Across from the Medical Towers)

Harold's Garage
JA 8-5323
* Paint & Body Shop
* Automatic Transmissions
* Air Conditioning
* Foreign Cars
* Wrecker Service

EICO FM Tuner Kit

AT THE Audio Center
39.95

1424 WESTHEIMER
ALSO USED HI-FI
COMPONENTS

You're a natural wonder in
HAlF-BELT CLUB SLACKS

Here's the last word in slim-cut, natural-fit slacks that give you all the advantage of a tight with beltless comfort. Double-dart tailoring in back ensures snug, comfortable fit. Half-belt sparkles with handsome side darts and pockets. Be a charter member in "Club," the smartest slacks you've ever worn!
French Comedy-Of-Manners And Preminger's 'Exodus' Rated High

By FRAN MURPHY

Bill of fare for two entirely different tastes are available in Houston this summer. At the Alley is a very French-type comedy—THE HAPPY TIME. For the more serious, OTHELLO opens a long run at the Tower.

Samuel Taylor's THE HAPPY TIME is billed as a comedy of love. Thematically it is a young boy's initiation into "long pants." The play is set in Montreal. The characters comprise a typical French family, the Bonnardes. Here an idealistic father, a wine-loving uncle, a young woman-chasing uncle, and an old woman-chasing grandfather all influence the youngest Bonnard male, Bibi. All are, one way or another, rather ineffectually controlled by women—Maman, a staunch Scotch Presbyterian, Aunt Fe- linea, the naggy, Sally O'Hara a tomboy American and Migno- ette, a typical French maid.

THE PLAY, when dealing with "the glandular" aspect of life—the action moves fast, and the lines present a rather typical French view of the great war between the sexes. However, Bibi's growth must include other things than sex, as the author has inter-terspersed several scenes of universal truths—all very nice, but not too relevant in a comedy of manners.

All in all, the situations and acting of most (especially the boy, and the women-chasing uncle and grandfather) carry the play over the faulty spots, and make a worthwhile evening. An entirely different fare is Otto Premingen's EXODUS—the story of the Jewish fight for a nation.

THE MAIN problem is the one that plagues all book adapta-tions—what is meant by the writen word is often hard to show pictorially. The question then is, to follow the story and miss the symbolism—or include the sym- bolism and change the story, EX- ODUS does both—sometimes well, often detrimentally.

The final impression is not so much one of an over-all comprehen-sion of Israel's problems, but of three separated incidents—the releasing of the ship Exodus from the Cyprus harbor, the partitioning of Is- rael, and an unfinished exploration of the Arab incidents.

Apart from the rather annoy-ing habit of passing up perfect pieces to end the story, the pic-ture does hold the audience's in- terest. The actors all do a credit- able job, even (if previous dis- likes can be dispelled) Sal Mineo. The attempt to turn the book into a movie was a monumental job, and was done amazingly well.
Scholarship Applications Now Read In Registrar's Office

Scholarship application forms are now available in the Registrar's office.

The Committee on Scholarships and Awards already has all scholarship records, but students are asked to provide additional information by completing the application form. It will be helpful for the Committee to have all questions answered, but valid reasons for withholding specific answers are recognized.

SIGHTS AND SOUNDS...

By JEANIE GILLIAND

continued events:

At the Museum of Fine Arts, the 22nd Texas Painting and Sculpture Exhibition is now showing. At the University of St. Thomas paintings and sculptures from medieval, renaissance, and baroque periods of art are showing in Jones Hall. “The Happy Time” is playing at the Alley Theatre. At the Playhouse, “The Marriage-Go-Round” is now in progress. Now playing at the Tower Theatre is “ Exodus” with Paul Newman and Eva Marie Saint.

Van Cliburn Tops Week’s Events

By JEANIE GILLIAND

Van Cliburn will be shown at the Contemporary Arts Museum at 7:30 and 8:30 pm.

JAZZ QUINTET — The Herb Brookstein Modern Jax Quintet and blues singer Sugar Foot Green will perform for the Playhouse Theatre’s “Midnight Modern Jazz Concert,” Friday at Midnight.

Saturday, April 8

OEDIPUS REX — “Oedipus Rex” will be shown in an art form combining colored slides with recorded music and narration Saturday at 8:15 pm in the Contemporary Arts Museum.

OPERA—On station KTRH-FM the opera “Wozzeck,” by Alban Berg will be played.

Sunday, April 9

ORGAN RECITAL — In the chapel.

HOUSTON SYMPHONY — The music of Houston Symphony with Eileen Farrell and the Houston Chorale in a performance of Wagner’s music will be played over station KTRH-FM at 9:00 pm.

THE CAINE MUTINY—Student Center.

JAZZ CONCERT—The Sonny Rollins Jazz Quintet will make its first appearance in the museum’s Sunday afternoon jazz concert April 9 at 3:00 pm. The program will include original music by members of the quintet and jazz standards. The quintet includes Sonny Rollins, bass; Don Bex, trumpet; Tony Saxe; Duke A. Barker, drums; and Joe Killian (on reeds, piano). Members of the group work singly or together in their own or other groups in Houston and an occasionally together for concerts. The program will be given in the museum building. Admission will be free to members, $1 to others.

Tuesday, April 11

ALLEY THEATRE—Opening at the Alley Theatre is “Six Characters in Search of an Author” by Luigi Pirandello.

Theatre, Inc.—Opening at Theatre, Inc. is “What’s Charley?”

LYRIC ARTS QUARTET—The Lyric Arts Quartet will perform in Hamman Hall at 8:15 pm.

Wednesday, April 12

 VAN CLIBURN—Van Cliburn will give a piano recital in the Music Hall at 8:15 pm.

Join the Birch Watching Society

Don’t Waste on your Country

Rice Campus Store’s — various lines of glassware with the new satin etched Rice Seal.

SINGER offers

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT WITH CAREER OPPORTUNITY

A unique summer employment opportunity with challenging career possibilities, limited only by your ambition and ability, with a well-established national organization, is available to all undergraduates.

Work this summer in one of the 1500 branches of the SINGER Sewing Machine Company near your home. Gain valuable business experience while earning salary plus commission. Your potential abilities will be developed by our proven training program.

Successful men who wish to finance their education may continue on a part-time basis during school term. All successful men will be given a graduation career opportunity with a chance for advancement in Domestic Sales, Foreign Distribution, Advertising, Engineering, Finance, etc.

The Top Student Recruit in each of the four United States regions will receive an $800 scholarship from the Company.

For personal interview, write, stating name and location of college, area of desired employment, course or major, and year of graduation, too.

SINGER SEWING MACHINE COMPANY
SINGER BUILDING
149 Broadway New York 6, New York
By CHUCK YINGUNG

Rice baseball fortunes, which have looked rather dim recently, may soon be in line for a upturn. If the Owls can get past the tough Texas Tech Techers, the outlook was not so bright as

the Owlets fell to SMU 6-0 in Dallas. Wednesday they met TCU in Fort Worth.

The Owlet track squad will

do they fall for you head first?

for blue chip company during next two weeks. You will earn $1.50 per hour by interviewing forty top notch seniors in your spare time. Each interview will average about fifteen minutes.

For additional information write:


real tailors

custom tailoring

imported & domestic woollens

individually designed & tailored

to your specifications

we rent tacos

headquarters for college blazers

402 Milam

pa 3-2604
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owlook...

owl hurlers to benefit from lighter schedule

By chuck yingung

rice baseball fortunes, which have looked rather dim recently, may soon be in line for a upturn. if the owls can get past the tough texas tech techers, the outlook was not so bright as

the owlets fell to smu 6-0 in dallas. wednesday they met tcu in fort worth.

three of the four remaining matches for the linkmen will be played in houston, beginning with texas tech next monday.

mural swimming meet is april 12

by louis smith

in the monday intramural softball league, the braves continued their charge upward by defeating the jokers 6-2. gaye paige, max winfield and larry timberlake each got two hits for the winners while the entire joker team managed to get three hits.

the referees topped the geoducks 13-9 after falling behind by 7 runs in the first inning. the referees were helped by the gift of sight walks in the third inning. rounding out the monday play, the grubb club defeated cardinal's 10-7. there were 19 walks issued in this battle.

the friday league shows two teams in first place. the dean's team laced them by beating the pro-profs 13-2 as roland burris allowed the faculty club only two hits, a home-run by dr. mackey, jeffy osborne and burris both got three hits for the winners.

the swimming meet will be held on wednesday, april 12. all interested swimmers should contact their college sports chairman.

track team to texas relays; to host swc

the rice cinderella travel to austin this weekend for the big texas relays, traditionally the time when swc track action gets into high gear. the pathetically small squad doesn't stand much of a chance in team competition, but hope to have some strong individual performances.

top owlp hopefuls include dave edwards in the javelin throw, fred hansen in the broad jump and pole vault, mickey hollingshead in 440 dash, and the mile relay quartet of taylor jones, harry cherry, wayne.windham, and hollingshead, which recently tied the school record of 3:13.3.

the owlet track squad will debut in this meet, the first of five for the fresh, including the swc meet to be held at rice on may 12-15.

"the cage match," with humphrey bogart, will be the free feature full-length film saturday night in the rice memorial center at 8 o'clock.

netters tie for trophy; don fisher takes singles

ronnie fisher's surprising sweep of the singles competition enabled the rice netters to tie u. of corpus christi for the team and for the guemes-hay good title in the third annual rice in-

ternational, held the last weekend before holidays.

fisher, two-time swc singles champion, defeated dangerous john sylvester, and david fisher came through in three sets in the quarterfinals. he then went on to defeat chris crowford of ucc, the nation's seventh ranked amateur, in straight sets in the semis.

in the finals, played at river oaks country club, fisher defeated the nation's number two ranked junior player, frank herman. fisher, now a junior at trinity, knocked out 27 when they beat the longhorns 3-2. however, last tuesday the outlook was not so bright as the owls fall to smu 6-0 in dal-

the outlook was not so bright as
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owl hurlers to benefit from lighter schedule

by chuck yingung

rice baseball fortunes, which have looked rather dim recently, may soon be in line for a upturn. if the owls can get past the tough texas tech techers, the outlook was not so bright as

the owlets fell to smu 6-0 in dallas. wednesday they met tcu in fort worth.

three of the four remaining matches for the linkmen will be played in houston, beginning with texas tech next monday.

mural swimming meet is april 12

by louis smith

in the monday intramural softball league, the braves continued their charge upward by defeating the jokers 6-2. gaye paige, max winfield and larry timberlake each got two hits for the winners while the entire joker team managed to get three hits.

the referees topped the geoducks 13-9 after falling behind by 7 runs in the first inning. the referees were helped by the gift of sight walks in the third inning. rounding out the monday play, the grubb club defeated cardinal's 10-7. there were 19 walks issued in this battle.

the friday league shows two teams in first place. the dean's team laced them by beating the pro-profs 13-2 as roland burris allowed the faculty club only two hits, a home-run by dr. mackey, jeffy osborne and burris both got three hits for the winners.

the swimming meet will be held on wednesday, april 12. all interested swimmers should contact their college sports chairman.

track team to texas relays; to host swc

the rice cinderella travel to austin this weekend for the big texas relays, traditionally the time when swc track action gets into high gear. the pathetically small squad doesn't stand much of a chance in team competition, but hope to have some strong individual performances.

top owlp hopefuls include dave edwards in the javelin throw, fred hansen in the broad jump and pole vault, mickey hollingshead in 440 dash, and the mile relay quartet of taylor jones, harry cherry, wayne.windham, and hollingshead, which recently tied the school record of 3:13.3.

the owlet track squad will debut in this meet, the first of five for the fresh, including the swc meet to be held at rice on may 12-15.

"the cage match," with humphrey bogart, will be the free feature full-length film saturday night in the rice memorial center at 8 o'clock.
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ronnie fisher's surprising sweep of the singles competition enabled the rice netters to tie u. of corpus christi for the team and for the guemes-hay good title in the third annual rice in-

ternational, held the last weekend before holidays.

fisher, two-time swc singles champion, defeated dangerous john sylvester, and david fisher came through in three sets in the quarterfinals. he then went on to defeat chris crowford of ucc, the nation's seventh ranked amateur, in straight sets in the semis.

in the finals, played at river oaks country club, fisher defeated the nation's number two ranked junior player, frank herman. fisher, now a junior at trinity, knocked out 27 when they beat the longhorns 3-2. however, last tuesday the outlook was not so bright as the owls fall to smu 6-0 in dal-
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Faculty-Student Art Show Set April 17-30
The annual Faculty-Student Art Show will be held April 17-30 at Fondfen Library. It is hoped that this year both faculty and students will be impressively represented. Exhibits may be left with either Mrs. Sue Pierce, exhibits librarian, or at the main desk. A wide variety of media is sought—anything that satisfies a rather liberal definition of art will be accepted.

Faculty-Student Art Show Set April 17-30
The annual Faculty-Student Art Show will be held April 17-30 at Fondfen Library. It is hoped that this year both faculty and students will be impressively represented. Exhibits may be left with either Mrs. Sue Pierce, exhibits librarian, or at the main desk. A wide variety of media is sought—anything that satisfies a rather liberal definition of art will be accepted.

Patronize Our Advertisers

RICE STUDENTS
Bank your allowances and earnings at M. C. N. B. — the Most Convenient National Bank to The Rice Institute.

Medical Center National Bank
“A new concept in modern banking”
Now at our new location • 6631 S. Main
JA 9-3501

Rice Represents Tunisia In ‘Model UN’ At Texas
On March 24 and 25, a delegation from Rice attended the first annual Model United Nations Conference at the University of Texas. The five members of the delegation were chosen by the executive committee of the Student Senate; they were Tess Lindsey, Terma Engberg, Bill Alexander, James Rhodes, and Charles Kipple, who served as chairman of the group. Rice was one of fourteen Texas and Oklahoma universities present at the conference. About 250 students participated.

Each delegation represented an actual member nation in the UN and tried to present that country’s views instead of their own concerning the questions on the agenda. Rice represented the North African nation of Tunisia.

The model UN idea is not a new one. Many similar conferences have been held at eastern universities under the auspices of the Collegiate Council for the UN, which is in turn sponsored by the American Association for the United Nations.

The purposes of the Model UN, as outlined by the CCUN, are:
1) to stimulate campus and community understanding of the purpose, scope, and functions of the United Nations.
2) to coordinate and encourage on college campuses throughout the country activities and programs dealing with the UN.
3) to give expression to the American student opinion on the UN at a national and international level.

In fulfilling these purposes, this session was more than successful. The Rice delegates returned with a heightened respect for and understanding of the United Nations as well as deepened perception into current world problems.

Tux Rentals
All New! latest styles! special student rates

House of Formals
CA 4-2039
1402 MAIN

Tareyton delivers the flavor...
DUAL FILTER DOES IT!

Here’s one filter cigarette that’s really different!
The difference is this: Tareyton’s Dual Filter gives you a unique inner filter of Activated Charcoal, definitely proved to make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works together with a pure white outer filter—to balance the flavor elements in the smoke. Tareyton delivers—and you enjoy—the best taste of the best tobaccos.

DUAL FILTER Tareyton

ACTIVATED CHARCOAL inner filter
Pure white outer filter

The Tareyton Ring Marks the Real Thing!